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Capital Punishment:
Corporate Criminal Liability for Gross
Violations of Human Rights

By DIANE MARIE AMANN*

I was asked to speak today, to respond to the concept of corporations' criminal liability for violations of human rights. I am delighted to do so. I am in the middle of research undoubtedly incubated during my term as an assistant federal public defender in that courthouse you see out the window. It asks whether, and in what circumstances, it is appropriate to launch international or transnational prosecutions against individual, human defendants—natural persons. The issues with which I have been grappling seem even more acute when we speak of corporations—artificial persons or, in French, personnes morales.

Thus, I came to this conference armed with a set of questions. Would international criminal punishment of corporations serve the traditional purposes of criminal law in any way? Would it deter? Would it visit retribution on corporations? How large a fine would have to be levied to deter a corporation from repeating a crime? How can you punish an artificial person? You cannot throw a corporation in jail. There is, in U.S. law at least, the concept of the corporate death penalty, the termination of the license to do business. But, it is very rarely, if ever, used. What about redressing

* Professor of Law, University of California, Davis; B.S., 1979, University of Illinois; M.A., 1981, University of California, Los Angeles; J.D., 1986, Northwestern University. These remarks were presented on February 24, 2001, in a panel concluding a conference entitled “Holding Multinational Corporations Responsible Under International Law” at Hastings College of the Law, San Francisco, California. Many thanks to Gwen K. Young for research assistance.

1. For an initial consideration of these issues, see Diane Marie Amann, Assessing International Criminal Adjudication of Human Rights Atrocities, in THIRD WORLD LEGAL STUD. (forthcoming 2001).

2. 12 U.S.C.A. § 93(d) (West Supp. 2000) (forfeiture of franchise of national banks convicted of money laundering offenses); id., § 1464(w) (same for federal
victims? If that is really what you want to do, would not other means, like civil damages or a contribution fund, be much more useful?

And what about the emerging purposes of criminal punishment? Judges in the international criminal tribunals frequently echo the U.N. Security Council’s contention that international criminal prosecutions will help to build peace. The link between corporate criminal responsibility and peace-building did not spring to mind. What about the expression of moral condemnation? Can a personne morale have morality that can be condemned?

Then I came to the conference. The first panel, entitled “Multinationals and the Unfinished Legacy of Nuremberg,” provided more fodder for commentary. In his presentation on corporate criminal liability, Professor Andrew Clapham suggested embracing a doctrine advanced by the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda as a way to hold corporations responsible. The tribunal’s 1998 judgment in Akayesu spoke in dicta of complicity, a concept analogous to what is called accomplice liability in the United States. Its articulation of the crime of complicity required proof that the accomplice knew that he or she was providing assistance to a principal criminal. The opinion proceeded to quote English, not U.S., law, to state that guilt would lie even if the accomplice did not wish the crime to be committed, and even if the accomplice regretted the crime that the principal committed. On hearing the passage, I

savings associations); id., § 3105 (termination of foreign bank office in United States).


4. Some of the ideas Professor Clapham advanced during the conference—though not this one—were discussed in Andrew Clapham, The Question of Jurisdiction Under International Criminal Law Over Legal Persons, in LIABILITY OF MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS UNDER INTERNATIONAL LAW 139 (Menno T. Kaminga & Saman Zia-Zarifi eds., 2000).

5. Akayesu, Judgement, ¶¶ 525-48, 698-743 (positing elements of complicity, yet not applying them, as it ruled that conviction of defendant for principal acts of genocide precluded finding of guilt for complicity to genocide).

6. In full, the passage reads:
scrawled on my legal pad, "Can that possibly be just?"

This will be easy, I thought.

But then I looked at the brochure for this conference. Three images—two distinct, one obscured. Children, with stern faces, and staring, even glaring, eyes. These faces, I realized, were not going to let me do this the easy way.

The faces reminded me of other research that I have been doing this year, regarding Sierra Leone. A state whose capital, Freetown, was known in colonial times as the Athens of West Africa, Sierra Leone has been wracked for the last ten years by civil war. One-third of a country about the size of South Carolina is under rebel control. A quarter of Sierra Leone’s 4 million people are refugees or internally displaced persons. Two harrowing characteristics have marked the conflict. Children as young as seven or eight routinely have served in combat. And the civilian population has suffered incredibly horrific mutilations, rapes and other atrocities.

The intent or mental element of complicity implies in general that, at the moment he acted, the accomplice knew of the assistance he was providing in the commission of the principal offence. In other words, the accomplice must have acted knowingly.

Moreover, as in all criminal Civil law systems, under Common law, notably English Law, generally, the accomplice need not even wish that the principal offence be committed. In the case of National Coal Board v. Gamble, Justice Devlin stated

"an indifference to the result of the crime does not of itself negate abetting. If one man deliberately sells to another a gun to be used for murdering a third, he may be indifferent about whether the third lives or dies and interested only the cash profit to be made out of the sale, but he can still be an aider and abettor."

In 1975, the English House of Lords also upheld this definition of complicity, when it held that willingness to participate in the principal offence did not have to be established. As a result, anyone who knowing of another's criminal purpose, voluntarily aids him or her in it, can be convicted of complicity even though he regretted the outcome of the offence.


7. Diane Marie Amann, Calling Children to Account: The Proposal for a Juvenile Chamber in the Special Court for Sierra Leone, 29 PEPP. L. REV. (forthcoming 2001); Diane Marie Amann, Medium As Message in Sierra Leone, 7 ILSA J. INT'L & COMP. L. 249 (2001).

8. GEORGE PADMORE, HOW BRITAIN RULES AFRICA 271 (1936).

Why is this happening? It is an unusual war. There is not an ethnic conflict. There is not a religious conflict. There is no ideological conflict to speak of. There is no popular support for the rebels.

Well, then, why is all this happening? The answer, to a large extent, is diamonds.

In the words of one account, "[i]n Sierra Leone, a chaotic assemblage of rebel and pro-government forces has turned the nation into a patchwork of armed fiefs competing, essentially, for the country's diamond riches." The Revolutionary United Front, the chief rebel force in Sierra Leone, is allied with President Charles Taylor of Liberia not only in combat, but also in the illicit diamond trade. It is in the rebel-controlled areas that Sierra Leone's diamond mines lie.

Diamond trafficking is incredibly lucrative. Diamonds cannot be traced. At this point no analysis reveals with certainty whether a diamond came from a legal mine, in, say, Botswana, or was extracted by slave laborers in Sierra Leone.

In exchange for these diamonds, Sierra Leonean rebels are getting arms and materiel with which to continue the war: cheap arms, light enough for seven year olds to carry into combat, and drugs—crack, methamphetamine, other drugs—strong enough, and prevalent enough, to incite these children to brutality.

How does this tragedy relate to the issue of corporate criminal

---


There is a 1999 report circulating on the Internet from David Pratt, a Member of the Canadian Parliament and Special Envoy to Sierra Leone, to Lloyd Axworthy, then foreign minister of Canada. Pratt described the multimillion-dollar diamond trade and arms sales from Liberia as "vital pillars of support for rebel forces in Sierra Leone." The Sierra Leone mines are run by what Pratt called "shadowy companies" believed to employ private security firms that thwart government efforts at control. Pratt's account and others outline components of this commercial enterprise; they include diamond markets in Beirut, Antwerp and New York, and arms dealers in Eastern Europe, Libya and Liberia. A shadowy industry with the means to create havoc in Sierra Leone. In Liberia and Congo too, the story is not much different.

Thinking about diamonds made me think seriously about trying to call corporations to account, by means of transnational or international criminal law, for behavior that can only be characterized as criminal.

There is precedent for it. As Professor Clapham explained, the first Judgment of the International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg included declarations that certain organizations were criminal. These included the Leadership Corps of the Nazi Party, as well as various Nazi security forces. Though no corporations were convicted in that...
or in subsequent judgments, these declarations nonetheless established that artificial persons could be guilty of international crime.\textsuperscript{20}

In the United States, holding corporations criminally liable is unremarkable. Particularly in the area of money laundering, it is not at all unusual for a corporation to endure criminal process.\textsuperscript{21}

As Professor Ugo Mattei mentioned in the course of this conference, even in civil law states there is movement in this direction. A recent French law, for example, allows corporate criminal responsibility.\textsuperscript{22} Within Europe as a whole, though hesitation remains, there is agitation in this area.\textsuperscript{23} Out of last December's

\textsuperscript{20} See Clapham, supra note 4, at 165. Industrialists were, of course, convicted in postwar trials. \textit{Id.} at 166-67 (discussing conviction of directors of I.G. Farben company for international crimes including use of slave labor and production of poisonous gas). Prosecution of human beings engaged in illegal commercial activity well may serve deterrence, incapacitation, and other justifications for criminal punishment. That question is beyond the scope of this paper, which considers only prosecution of corporations, artificial persons.


\textsuperscript{22} \textit{C. PÉN.} art. 121-22 (extending criminal liability to corporations in the 1990s revision of French Penal Code). Permissible punishment includes measures such as closing of business and limitations on activities, to fines of up to five times that allowed for natural persons. \textit{Id.}, arts. 132-12, 132-38, 131-39; see \textit{generally} Orland & Cachera, supra note 21 (discussing these laws).

\textsuperscript{23} Clapham, supra note 4, at 175-78 (discussing European measures); Roland Hefendehl, \textit{Corporate Criminal Liability: Model Penal Code Section 2.07 and the Development in Western Legal Systems}, 4 BUFF. CRIM. L. REV. 283, 284 (2000) (writing of "widespread reluctance to accept this idea in continental Europe," yet noting that France, Denmark, and Sweden had already established corporate criminal liability, and that some commentators had called for similar innovation in Germany). In Japan, two weeks after this presentation, a subsidiary of Credit Suisse was found guilty of securities violations, "the first criminal conviction of a bank in memory." Miki Tanikawa, \textit{Japanese Court Convicts a Bank}, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 9,
Palermo conference on organized crime came a multilateral convention that calls upon states parties to adopt measures to hold corporations criminally liable.  

Criminal prosecution of industries engaged in the business of war thus deserves serious and full consideration.

What would be the advantage? Authorizing corporate criminal liability would bring the repressive power of a state, or perhaps a collection of states, to the table. Thus, investigation and prosecution would be pursued by an organized body—a governmental entity—with power that may equal or exceed that of the suspect corporation. Governmental entities, moreover, may make use of otherwise unavailable intelligence and classified information.

The benefit itself raises concerns. Government criminal prosecution well may become a test case for civil litigation seeking damages. Think about the Lockerbie trial that just ended. After more than a decade of international litigation and negotiation over how to adjudicate the bombing of a Pan Am airliner, two Libyans stood trial at an abandoned military base in the Netherlands, before a panel of Scottish judges applying Scottish law. One was convicted, the other acquitted. How did the relatives of Lockerbie victims react? “Well,” some said in essence, “we’re not delighted with the verdict. But the criminal case gave us access to lots of new information. Now we’ve made our case for the civil litigation, to recover damages.” Should a government act as a stalking horse for civil litigation?

Will individual states have the courage to take on corporations in this way? Think about what is happening here in the United States. Neither the U.S. government nor the State of California has pursued Chevron or Unocal for alleged overseas human rights abuses.


Instead, that is being done by individual plaintiffs via suits invoking the Alien Tort Claims Act.\textsuperscript{26} States rejected a proposal to include corporate criminal liability in the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court.\textsuperscript{27} In Sierra Leone, there is movement toward establishment of a mixed national-international tribunal, a Special Court. But the draft statute provides only for punishment of natural persons,\textsuperscript{28} and then only to those few persons suspected of bearing "the greatest responsibility" for atrocities.\textsuperscript{29} Can we expect aggressive pursuit of corporations by states or international organizations?

Think too about how international criminal prosecution of corporations would affect litigation. Making corporations litigants would make criminal trials longer and more expensive. Corporate defendants in international criminal cases, no less than corporate defendants in U.S. Alien Tort cases, will push for rulings leading to more pro-defense doctrines.\textsuperscript{30} From the perspective of one who believes there should be more attention to the rights of the accused in

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{27} Clapham, \textit{supra} note 4, at 143-60 (detailing negotiation process that led to this rejection and suggesting that statute could eventually be amended to include such liability).
\item \textsuperscript{30} See, e.g., Beanal v. Freeport-McMoran Inc., 197 F.3d 161, 169 (5th Cir. 1999) (affirming dismissal of suit in which Indonesian citizen had alleged that a Louisiana mining corporation was liable for international human rights violations and genocide).
\end{itemize}
the international arena, this may be a good thing. Yet some rulings, like the holding in *Unocal* setting a high threshold for liability of private actors, might constrain the scope of the law unduly. Thus blameworthy defendants, human beings as well as corporations, could escape criminal punishment.

There remains, always, the question of punishment. What, short of closing the business, would give a corporation its just deserts? Today, human defendants convicted of war crimes, crimes against humanity and genocide routinely receive sentences ranging from twenty years to life in prison. Can a money-based penalty, such as a fine or disgorgement of assets, approximate prolonged incarceration? Indeed, monetary penalties levied against corporations in criminal cases in the United States often seem trifling.

There is also the matter of moral condemnation. From

---


33. The amounts in money laundering cases seem high, but pale in comparison to overall criminal activity. For example, two Mexican banks forfeited $13 million after pleading guilty to money laundering. *Asset Forfeiture: Hearing before the Senate Subcomm. on Criminal Justice Oversight, Comm. on the Judiciary, 106th Cong. (1999)* (statement of James E. Johnson, Treasury Undersecretary (Enforcement)), available at 1999 WL 20010422. The illegal funds processed, however, were estimated at much more. David Rosenzweig & Mary Beth Sheridan, *Mexican Banks Indicted in Drug Money Probe*, L.A. Times, May 19, 1998, at A1 (referring to $115 million in illegal money). In another case, a company that pleaded guilty to forcing Chinese prisoners to assemble thousands of binder clips a day, though their fingers were bleeding, agreed to pay a $50,000 fine as its sentence. Rashbaum, *supra* note 21.
Nuremberg to today, international criminal tribunals have placed great weight on their power to denounce and to express the outrage of the international community. The International Military Tribunal consciously established a record of atrocities and made declarations of culpability.

Likewise, in 1996, the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia wrote that it “sees public reprobation and stigmatisation by the international community, which would thereby express its indignation over heinous crimes and denounce the perpetrators, as one of the essential functions of a prison sentence . . . .” This expressive component of international adjudication can only be effective if the judgment is solemn and the sentence weighty. Conviction of a corporation for a heinous crime, coupled with a monetary penalty, may not suffice. Despite the moniker personne morale, a corporation has no morality. I fear that attachment of the label “criminal” to such an entity will dilute the expressive force of international criminal law.

So where does that leave me?

Greed is at the heart of some of the world’s worst tragedies. Corporations are being used as instrumentalities for great and unimaginable suffering. In such cases, I believe it is appropriate to impose criminal liability on corporations. To do so, under the right conditions, could indeed assist in bringing peace to war-torn regions.

It is essential that the standards of knowledge and intent to which corporate defendants are held satisfy strict penal standards. Criminal conviction for what approaches a crime of association ought to be avoided. The Akayesu complicity standard may have value in civil litigation against corporations, but in the criminal context that standard invites doubt about the fairness of conviction even of an individual, sentient human being. These concerns increase in the context of a collective, artificially intelligent being.

Furthermore, corporate criminal culpability should be pursued

34. See, e.g., United States v. Goering, Judgment (Int’l Mil. Trib. Sept. 30, 1946), reprinted in 6 F.R.D. 69, 82 (1946) (stating that an event, later held to fall outside the Tribunal’s jurisdiction, “must not be forgotten”); id. at 126 (writing that evidence of Nazi persecution of Jews comprises “record of consistent and systematic inhumanity on the greatest scale”); id. at 132 (noting consequences of its power to “declare” certain groups criminal); id. at 147 (stating that it “must” describe the “shocking” behavior of members of the Nazi General Staff and High Command, even as it declares the group not to be criminal).

only in the worst cases. For the grossest, most systematic violations of human rights. For the business of war, for the Sierra Leones. Perhaps not for many of the Alien Tort cases we have heard about in the course of this conference.

And what about punishment? I never thought I would hear myself advocate the death penalty. But the offenses I have outlined cause unforgivable suffering. Only total dissolution of the corporation—capital punishment—is appropriate.